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paper.

1 The SECA Language

SECA (Symbolic Energy Consumption Analysis) is a simple imperative programming
language that tries to look and feel like C, with simplifications where we deemed appro-
priate. We introduce SECA in this paper as a variant of ECA, geared towards symbolic
execution.

Most language features should be familiar to programmers acquainted with C. There
exists one new language feature for symbolic execution and energy consumption called
component calls. Component calls control hardware components. They have the form
COMPONENT.function(). For example, the component call LED1.switchOn() invokes
the switchOn functionality of the component LED1. Component calls can perform I/O
and return values. They do not take arguments.

A note on safety. We do not provide formal typing rules for SECA in this paper, and
we assume that readers have enough programming experience to understand what well-
typed programs are. We require that all code paths through a function must end in a return
statement of the correct type. Furthermore, we assume that no references to undefined
variables occur. Finally, we assume that every program runs on a device that has all
occurring hardware components, and that all called component functions exist.

Interaction with the outside world. Component calls can perform I/O. Our Haskell im-
plementation uses the IO monad just for this reason. The formal presentation of the con-
crete semantics in this paper uses the simplified view that IO actions pass on a unique
pointer to the real world. The transition function of component models (definition 1)
has type 𝐿 × 𝑆 × World → ℤ × 𝑆 × World. This presentation lends itself better to formal
treatment than the Haskell equivalent 𝐿 × 𝑆 → IO(ℤ × 𝑆).

1.1 Syntax

A program is a list of function- and global variable declarations. There must be one
function int main(), which is the program entry point. The abstract syntax of SECA is
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shown in fig. 1. Overlined symbols stand for lists of that symbol; for example 𝑠 is a list
of statements.

Expressions 𝑒 are Boolean or integer constants, program variables, or binary or unary
operators. Binary operators are Boolean connectives and (&&) and or (||), integer com-
parisons ≤ and <, and integer arithmetic. Unary operators are integer negation (−)
and logical negation (!). Statements are conditionals, while loops, assignments, return
statements, or expressions.

Conditionals have a condition expression and two statement lists for the then- and
else branches. The body of while loops must be enclosed in curly braces. The curly braces
are used in skyline diagrams to mark the boundaries of loops, and as anchor points for
skylines. This issue is described in more detail in section 1.5. The abstract syntax node of
while loops carry a number 𝑖. The semantics uses this number to count loop iterations,
for various purposes. The number is not part of the concrete syntax, the programmer
cannot specify it, and the parser initializes it with zero. Assignments have a variable
on the left hand side and an expression on the right hand side. Component calls have
the form name.function() and invoke the specified function of the specified component.
Function call expressions and statements have a comma-separated list of expressions,
the actual parameters, between parentheses. Return statements end the current function
call, and yield the given expression as the function’s return value.

𝑒 ∶∶= true ∣ false ∣ 𝑖 – Bool and integer constants
∣ 𝑥 – variables
∣ 𝑒 op 𝑒 ∣ un 𝑒 – binary and unary operators
∣ id(𝑒) – function calls
∣ id.id() – component calls

𝑣 ∶∶= true ∣ false ∣ 𝑖 – values
op ∶∶= && ∣ || ∣ ≤ ∣ < ∣ + ∣ − ∣ ∗ – binary operators
un ∶∶= − ∣ ! – unary operators

𝑠 ∶∶= if(𝑒) { 𝑠 } else { 𝑠 } – conditionals
∣ while(𝑒) { 𝑠 } 𝑖 – while loops
∣ 𝑥 = 𝑒 ∣ return 𝑒 – assignments, return
∣ 𝑒 – expressions as statements

id ∶∶= [a-zA-Z]+ – identifiers
fun ∶∶= id(𝑡 𝑥){ 𝑠 } – function definition

t ∶∶= int ∣ bool – types

Fig. 1. Abstract syntax of SECA.
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1.2 Components

In order to analyse the energy consumption of a program, we need an estimation of how
much energy different hardware components consume. Such an estimation is called a
hardware component model, or component model for short, and provides an abstraction
for a real hardware device.

The component models we use for SECA are slightly different from the component
models in our earlier work on ECA. A SECA component model is a deterministic state
machine, not necessarily finite, where each state has an associated power draw. The
transitions are labelled with component functions.

Definition 1. (Hardware Component Model) A hardware component model consists of
⟨𝑆, 𝐿, 𝛿, 𝑜⟩ a set of states 𝑆, a finite set of labels 𝐿, a state transition function 𝛿 ∶ 𝐿 × 𝑆 ×
World → ℤ × 𝑆 × World, and an output function 𝑜 ∶ 𝑆 → ℕ. The transition function
returns an integer and a new state, and can perform I/O. Hardware that produces output,
like sensors or terminals, can use the return value. Actuators like motors or lamps should
just return 0. The output function specifies the power draw for each state.

A configuration of a hardware component model is its current state, which is an
element of 𝑆.

SECA programs always run in contexts where configurations of component models
are present, bound to names. Such contexts are called component states, or CStates for
short.

Definition 2. (CState) A CState is a partial map from identifiers to configurations. We
assume that it is clear from the context which component model belongs to each com-
ponent name.

Components and I/O. The signature of transition functions allows them to perform I/O.
With the right implementation, SECA programs can actually control hardware. All our
current examples use component models that simulate hardware, with one exception.
There is a component called TERM that asks for user input on the terminal.

1.3 Semantics

programs statements expressions
semantics execute step evaluate

standard ↠ ↦ ↓
std. energy-aware ↠̂ ↦̂ ↓̂
symbolic ⇉ ⤇ ⇓
sym. energy-aware ⇉̂ ⤇̂ ⇓̂

We first describe a semantics of SECA that is purely concerned with reducing terms
to their normal forms. This semantics treats component calls as quasi no-ops. It updates
component states, but ignores power draw.

The execution semantics of SECA programs is given as a small-step operational
semantics, defined as the smallest relation closed under the rules in fig. 3. The rules are
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explained in detail below. The semantic relation is called step, and has judgements of
the following form.

𝑠, PState2, CState, World, 𝑠 ↦ PState2, CState, World, 𝑠

The first 𝑠 in the relation is a statement as defined in fig. 1. The two PStates are
program states, one for global variables and one for local variables. Local variables
have function scope, and include the function’s actual parameters and variables created
anywhere in the function. The CState is the component state, keeping track of all present
hardware components.

The World is needed because component calls can ask for user input, and perform
other kinds of I/O. Only the rule [e-comp-call] makes use of it, all other rules just pass
the World on unchanged.

Finally, there is a list of statements 𝑠, which acts as the program counter. The program
counter contains all statements that must be executed after 𝑠.

The semantics essentially implements depth-first traversal of abstract syntax trees,
where the program counter is a stack representing the traversal state. We track the traver-
sal state explicitly, so that control flow operations like while loops and return statements
can modify it.

The semantics makes use of the following two helper functions assign and lookup.

Definition 3. (Scoping rules) The function assign ∶ 𝑥 × 𝑣 × PState2 → PState2 imple-
ments the scoping rules of SECA. It takes a variable name 𝑥, a value 𝑣 and a local and
a global PState, and assigns a variable according to the following rules.

– If a local variable named 𝑥 exists, the local PState is updated with 𝑣,
– else if a global variable named 𝑥 exists, the global PState is updated with 𝑣,
– else the local PState is extended with a new variable 𝑥 with value 𝑣.

The function lookup ∶ 𝑥 × PState2 → 𝑣 retrieves values according to the scoping rules. It
first looks in the local PState, and if there is no variable named 𝑥, it looks in the global
PState. We assume that 𝑥 exists in at least one of the PStates.

When working with lists, [] denotes the empty list and (𝑠 ∶ ss) denotes the list with
at least one element 𝑠 and rest ss. Concatenation of lists is denoted with (++).

The small-step rules. The rule names are prefixed with an s, which stands for step. [s-
assign] The statement x = e evaluates expression 𝑒 in the current PState to a value 𝑣 and
updates the PState according to the scoping rules.

[s-if-true] [s-if-false] The rules for conditionals first evaluate the condition expres-
sion 𝑒, and depending on the outcome prepend either the then-branch or the else-branch
to the program counter.

[s-while-true] If the condition 𝑒 evaluates to true, this rule prepends the loop body
𝑠1 followed by the loop itself to the program counter. It also increments the iteration
count 𝑖.

[s-while-false] If the condition evaluates to false, this rule leaves the program counter
unchanged, causing the loop to be skipped and the rest of the program to be executed.
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[s-return] This rule has two effects. First, it evaluates 𝑒 and assigns the result 𝑣 to a
special variable named #return in the current local PState. The calling function can use
#return to access the returned value if required. Second, the return statement discards
the program counter and returns the empty list. This causes execution of the current
function to stop.

[s-expr] This rule lifts evaluation of expressions into execution of statements. The
result value 𝑣 is discarded, only the result states are relevant.

Execution of statement lists. Using the small-step semantics, we define execution of
a list of statements (↠) as the repeated application of ↦ until the program counter is
empty. When the program counter is empty, ↠ can no longer make a step, and execution
of the statements is done. The formal definition is as follows.

Definition 4. (SECA Execution Semantics) The SECA execution semantics is the small-
est relation

PState2, CState, World, 𝑠 ↠ PState2, CState, World, 𝑠

closed under the rules in fig. 2.

Initialization of global variables. Global variables can only be initialized with constant
expressions, which may refer to global variables defined earlier. There exists a simplified
expression evaluator for initializers of global variables that does not support function
calls. This evaluator is not further discussed in this paper.

Execution of whole programs. To execute a complete SECA program, we need the fol-
lowing ingredients.

– A list of function definitions, one of them int main().
– A list of global variable definitions.
– An initial CState containing all components mentioned in the program, beginning

in their start state.

The program is executed by first initializing the global variables, and then running the
body of main in this global PState, an empty local PState, and the initial CState.

pst, cst, 𝑤, [] ↠ pst, cst, 𝑤, []

𝑠, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, pc′

pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, pc′ ↠ pst″, cst″, 𝑤″, pc″

pst, cst, 𝑤, (𝑠 ∶ pc) ↠ pst″, cst″, 𝑤″, pc″

Fig. 2. Big-step semantics for SECA statement lists.
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𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑣, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′
[s-assign]

x = e, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ assign(𝑥, 𝑣, pst′), cst′, 𝑤′, pc

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ true, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′
[s-if-true]

if(𝑒) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, 𝑠1 ++ pc

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ false, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′
[s-if-false]

if(𝑒) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, 𝑠2 ++ pc

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ true, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′
[s-while-true]

𝑠, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, (𝑠1 ++ (𝑠′ ∶ pc))

where
𝑠 = while(𝑒) { 𝑠1 } 𝑖

𝑠′ = while(𝑒) { 𝑠1 } (𝑖 + 1)

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ false, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′
[s-while-false]

while(𝑒) { 𝑠 } 𝑖, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, pc

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑣, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′
[s-return]

return 𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ assign(#return, 𝑣, pst′), cst′, 𝑤′, []

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑣, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′
[s-expr]

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc ↦ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, pc

Fig. 3. Small-step semantics for SECA statements.
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Semantics for evaluating expressions. The semantics for SECA statements is defined
mutually with the semantics for SECA expressions (↓), called evaluate. The judgements
of ↓ are of the following form.

𝑒, PState2, CState, World ↓ 𝑣, PState2, CState, World

Evaluate is a big-step semantics, defined by the rules in fig. 4. It carries the same PStates
and CState as execute (↠), because it has to refer to ↠ for function calls.

Most rules of ↓ are pretty straight-forward, so we discuss only a couple of them here.
The rule names are prefixed with an e, which stands for evaluate.

[e-const] As usual for big-step semantics, there are axioms for constants. In our case
𝑣 are numbers and Boolean values.

[e-var] Variables are evaluated by looking up their value according to the scoping
rules, see definition 3.

[e-add] Arithmetic addition is evaluated by first evaluating the argument expressions
and then calculating the result value. Similar rules exist for subtraction and multiplica-
tion.

[e-compare-true] Comparisons are evaluated by evaluating the argument expres-
sions, and yielding true if the left hand side is less than or equal to the right and side.
Similar rules exist for when the comparison is false, and for < and ==.

[e-func-call] This rule handles function calls 𝑓 (𝑒). It does two things. First, it eval-
uates all actual parameter expressions 𝑒, in sequence from left to right, while threading
the state through these evaluations. This operation is denoted by (↓∗). The result of eval-
uating the parameters is a list of values 𝑣, a new component state cst′, and new local and
global PStates lst′ and gst′.

Second, it performs the actual function call. We assume that a function definition
with name 𝑓 exists, with formal parameters 𝑥 and body 𝑠. Let fst be a new local PState
for 𝑓, where each variable 𝑥 is initialized with the corresponding actual argument value
𝑣. The body 𝑠 is then executed in fst, with global CState cst′ and global PState gst′. This
execution ends when all statements of 𝑠 have been processed resulting in a new CState
cst″ and PStates fst′ and gst″. The resulting local state fst′ is discarded.

The rule finally returns the global CState cst″ and PState gst″ resulting from the
function call, and the local PState lst′ and program counter pc from before the function
call.

When execution of the function body terminates, we know that the return register
#return in the function’s local PState holds the function’s return value.

[e-comp-call] A component call c.f() causes component 𝑐 to make an 𝑓-transition.
The current state of 𝑐 is cst(𝑐). The transition 𝛿(𝑓 , cst(𝑐), 𝑤) results in a return value 𝑟, a
new state 𝑠, and an updated world 𝑤′. The new CState cst′ is cst where 𝑐 is now in state
𝑠. We assume that the semantics knows what kind of component 𝑐 is to use the right 𝛿.

1.4 Energy-Aware Semantics

The energy-aware semantics of SECA is an extension of the standard semantics. It has
similar reduction rules, but additionally keeps track of the energy consumption of each
function, represented by a skyline over program points.
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[e-const]𝑣, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑣, pst, cst, 𝑤

lookup(𝑥, pst) = 𝑣
[e-var]𝑥, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑣, pst, cst, 𝑤

𝑒1, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑖1, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′ 𝑒2, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′ ↓ 𝑖2, pst″, cst″, 𝑤″ 𝑣 = 𝑖1 + 𝑖2 [e-add]
𝑒1 + 𝑒1, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑣, pst″, cst″, 𝑤″

𝑒1, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑖1, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′ 𝑒2, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′ ↓ 𝑖2, pst″, cst″, 𝑤″ 𝑖1 ≤ 𝑖2 [e-compare-true]
𝑒1≤ 𝑒1, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ true, pst″, cst″, 𝑤″

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓∗ 𝑣, ⟨lst′, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝑤′

⟨fst, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝑤′, 𝑠 ↠ ⟨fst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝑤″, []
lookup(#return, fst′) = 𝑟

[e-func-call]
𝑓 (𝑒), pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑟, ⟨lst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝑤″

where
𝑓 (𝑡 𝑥){ 𝑠 } is a defined function

fst = [𝑥 ↦ 𝑣] is the initial local state for 𝑓

𝛿(𝑓 , cst(𝑐), 𝑤) = ⟨𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑤′⟩ cst′ = cst[𝑐 ↦ 𝑠]
[e-comp-call]

𝑐.𝑓 (), pst, cst, 𝑤 ↓ 𝑟, pst, cst′, 𝑤′

Fig. 4. Excerpt of the big-step semantics for SECA expressions.
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For each of the standard semantics (↦, ↠, ↓) there exists an energy-aware extension
(↦̂, ↠̂, ↓̂).

Program points. In previous work [?] we analysed resource consumption over time.
This gives a sketch of program behaviour over time, but has the disadvantage that it is
not obvious which parts of the program contribute to which parts of a skyline. In this
paper we look at the problem through a different lens. We give up the time aspect in
favour of relating resource consumption to source locations.

In order to do this, we must associate every program point of interest with a unique
identifier. There are several possible ways of doing this. We could, for example, artifi-
cially enumerate all nodes in the abstract syntax tree. This has the disadvantage that it is
not easy to trace a point in a skyline diagram back to the associated source code. A more
natural way is to use source locations directly, in particular line numbers. This has the
advantage that, because line numbers are linearly ordered, we can use them as axis in a
diagram. Control flow conceptually proceeds from top to bottom in a source file, with
occasional jumps forward or backward. This results in a graph that can be drawn accord-
ingly from left to right, with occasional jumps. We get a natural mapping from skyline
diagrams to the originating source code, so that programmers can easily see which parts
of a program contribute to its energy consumption.

Skylines and program points. There is one caveat with using line numbers to identify
program points. Every program point of interest must be on a separate source line, or
else their skyline segment get drawn on top of each other. For statements this is not a
big restriction, because most programming guidelines mandate it anyway. The issue is
more serious for expressions that contain function- or component calls, for example as
subexpressions of additions, or in the condition of while loops. Such expressions should
be formatted so that every language construct that can produce a skyline segment occurs
on a separate source line.

The language constructs that should occur on their own source line are as follows.

– The left-hand side of assignments
– if keywords
– while keywords
– The closing brace of the body of while loops
– return keywords
– The closing parenthesis of function calls
– The component part of component calls

1.5 Skylines and Segments

Definition 5. (Skyline) A skyline is a list of skyline segments. A skyline segment is either

– The start point 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦)
– A horizontal forwards line 𝐻(𝑥)
– A horizontal backwards jump 𝐽(𝑥)
– A vertical line 𝑉(𝑦)
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Every skyline must have exactly one start point, which must occur as the first element.
The other segments are interpreted relative to their direct predecessor.

Example 1. The skyline

[𝑆(1, 0), 𝐻(3), 𝐻(7), 𝑉(10), 𝐻(9), 𝐽(4), 𝐻(5), 𝑉(3), 𝐻(10)]

is interpreted as the graph in fig. 5. Two consecutive horizontal lines are divided by a
marker. An edge consists of a horizontal and a vertical line. A jump starts a new color
and is drawn as an open circle in the color of the continuation.

-2.5

0

2.5

5

7.5

10

12.5

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Fig. 5. Example skyline with fills, jumps, and edges. Two consecutive horizontal lines are divided
by a marker. A jump is drawn as an open circle in the color of the continuation.

The energy-aware small-step semantics. The energy-aware semantics assembles sky-
lines as execution proceeds. The rules keep track of the current skyline, and every rule
adds one or more segments. Every function call starts a new current skyline for that
function, and every return statement adds the current skyline to the function’s skylines.

The energy-aware semantics for statements (↦̂) has rules of the following form.

𝑠, IState, Skyline, Skylines ↦̂ IState, Skyline, Skylines

IState = PState2, CState, World, 𝑠 are the interpreter states as in ↦. Skyline is the so-far
assembled skyline of the currently executed function. Skylines is a finite mapping from
function names to lists of skylines. It records for every function the skylines that result
from all calls to that function.

The rules of (↦̂) are shown in fig. 6. For statements 𝑠, we write 𝑠𝑙 to indicate that
𝑠 occurs on line 𝑙 in the source file. For example, x𝑙 = 𝑒 is an assignment statement to
variable x where the variable name occurs on line 𝑙.

The function curDraw ∶ IState → ℕ calculates the total power draw by summing up
the power draw of all components in the CState of IState.
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The rules of (↦̂) have the same reduction behaviour for programs as the rules for (↦).
In addition, they construct skylines that represent the energy behaviour of the program
execution. Skylines are extended in reverse order for notational convenience. The rule
names are prefixed with es, which stands for energy-aware step.

[es-assign] This rule first extends the skyline with a horizontal line 𝐻(𝑙) to the line of
the variable name x of the assignment statement. This extended skyline is passed to the
evaluation of 𝑒. The order is important, because 𝑒 itself can have side effects and extend
the skyline. The pattern of first extending the skyline and then evaluating subexpressions
is used in the other rules as well.

[es-if-true], [es-if-false] Conditionals extend the skyline to the line of the if keyword,
before evaluating the condition 𝑒. The rule [es-if-false] does the same, and is not shown.

[es-while] The rule for while loops is the most complicated one. We have collapsed
the cases when the condition is true and false in one rule, because the energy behaviour
is the same. The only difference is the resulting continuation, which is identical to [s-
while-true] and [s-while-false].

This rule makes use of the loop counter 𝑖, because the generated skyline must be
different if the loop is encountered for the first time. If 𝑖 = 0 the loop is executed for the
first time, and the skyline sky comes from outside the loop. In this case sky is extended
with a horizontal line to the location 𝑙 of the while keyword. If 𝑖 > 0 the loop has been
executed before, and sky comes from inside the loop body. In this case sky is extended
with a horizontal line 𝐻(𝑚) to the end of the loop, and then jumps 𝐽(𝑙) back to the be-
ginning of the loop. Remember that skylines are extended in reverse order for notational
convenience

The extended skyline startSky is then used for evaluation of the condition 𝑒.
[es-return] The rule for return statements first extends the current skyline sky with

a horizontal line 𝐻(𝑙) to the location of the return keyword, and then evaluates 𝑒.
[es-expr] This rule lifts evaluation of expressions into the semantics for statements.

It just evaluates the expression for its side effect, and discards the returned value.

Energy-aware expression semantics. The semantics for expressions has rules of the
form

𝑒, IState, Skyline, Skylines ↓̂ 𝑣, IState, Skyline, Skylines

where IState = PState, CState, World is the state as for (↓).
The semantics is defined by the rules in fig. 7. Most of the rules are the same as in

(↓), and just additionally pass on the skylines unchanged. We omit those rules. The only
interesting rules are [ee-func-call] and [ee-comp-call]. The rule names are prefixed with
ee, which stands for energy-aware evaluate.

[ee-func-call] A function call first evaluates all actual parameters 𝑒, which results in
a skyline sky′. The rule then executes the function body using a new skyline initialized
with a start segment [𝑆(𝑚, 𝑑)] where 𝑚 is the line where 𝑓 starts, and 𝑑 is the power draw
after evaluation of the actual parameters. When the call to 𝑓 returns with skyline fsky, we
know that fsky ends at the return statement that caused 𝑓 to return. fsky is extended with
a horizontal line 𝐻(𝑛) to the end of 𝑓. This skyline is then added to the register of the
skylines of all calls to 𝑓.
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The calling function finally extends its own skyline with an edge 𝑉(𝑑″) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) where
𝑙 is the location of the call site, and 𝑑″ the total power draw after the call to 𝑓.

[ee-comp-call] Component calls c.f() generate edges in the following way. First, the
𝑓-transition of the current state of 𝑐 is calculated, resulting in a return value 𝑟, a new state
𝑠, and a new world 𝑤′. Second, The CState is updated so that 𝑐 is now in state 𝑠. Third,
The power draw 𝑑 is calculated in the new CState cst′. Finally the skyline is extended
with an edge 𝑉(𝑑) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) at the location 𝑙 of the component call.

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies ↓̂ 𝑣, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, sky′, skies′

[es-assign]
x𝑙= e, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc, sky, skies ↦̂ assign(x, 𝑣, pst′), cst′, 𝑤′, sky′, skies′

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies ↓̂ true, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, sky′, skies′

[es-if-true]
if𝑙(𝑒) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }, pst, cst, 𝑤, sky, skies ↦̂ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, (𝑠1 ++ pc), sky′, skies′

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, startSky, skies ↓̂ 𝑣, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, sky′, skies′

[es-while]
𝑠, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc, sky, skies ↦ cst′, pst′, 𝑤′, 𝑝𝑐′, sky′, skies′

where

𝑠 = while𝑙(𝑒) { 𝑠1 }𝑚 𝑖

startSky =
⎧{
⎨{⎩

𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky if 𝑖 = 0
𝐽(𝑙) ∶ 𝐻(𝑚) ∶ sky if 𝑖 > 0

𝑝𝑐′ =
⎧{
⎨{⎩

𝑠1 ++ (while𝑙(𝑒) { 𝑠1 }𝑚 (𝑖 + 1) ∶ 𝑝𝑐) if 𝑣 = true
𝑝𝑐 if 𝑣 = false

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies ↓̂ 𝑣, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, sky′, skies′

[es-return]
return𝑙 𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc, sky, skies ↦ assign(#return, 𝑣, pst′), cst′, 𝑤′, [], sky′, skies′

𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, sky, skies ↓̂ 𝑣, pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, sky′, skies′

[es-expr]
𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, pc, sky, skies ↦̂ pst′, cst′, 𝑤′, pc, sky′, skies′

Fig. 6. Energy-aware small-step semantics for SECA statements.

2 Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution and skylines. Our symbolic execution engine combines symbolic
execution with energy consumption analysis. The result is a skyline for each path through
a program, together with the path constraint that leads to the skyline.
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𝑒, pst, cst, 𝑤, sky, skies ↓̂∗ 𝑣, ⟨lst′, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝑤′, sky′, skies′

⟨fst, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝑤′, 𝑠, [𝑆(𝑚, 𝑑′)], skies′ ↠̂ ⟨fst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝑤″, [], fsky, skies″

lookup(#return, fst′) = 𝑟
[ee-func-call]

𝑓 (𝑒)𝑙, pst, cst, 𝑤, sky, skies ↓̂ 𝑟, ⟨lst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝑤″, sky″, skies‴

where
𝑓 (𝑡 𝑥){𝑚 𝑠 }𝑛 is a defined function
fst = [𝑥 ↦ 𝑣] is the initial local state for 𝑓
𝑑′ = curDraw(𝑐′) is the power draw after evaluating the arguments
𝑑″ = curDraw(𝑐″) is the power draw after executing 𝑓
sky″ = 𝑉(𝑑″) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky′

skies‴ = skies″[𝑓 ↦ skies″(𝑓 ) ∪ { 𝐻(𝑛) ∶ fsky }]

𝛿(𝑓 , cst(𝑐), 𝑤) = ⟨𝑟, 𝑠, 𝑤′⟩ cst′ = cst[𝑐 ↦ 𝑠] 𝑑 = curDraw(cst′)
[ee-comp-call]

𝑐.𝑓 ()𝑙, pst, cst, 𝑤, sky, skies ↓̂ 𝑟, pst, cst′, 𝑤′, 𝑉(𝑑) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies

Fig. 7. Excerpt of the energy-aware expression evaluation semantics.

2.1 Symbolic Component Models

In the concrete semantics, component models can perform I/O, which means that they
can control actual hardware. In the symbolic semantics, this is no longer desirable, be-
cause we want to explore all possible execution paths of a program. The transition func-
tion of symbolic component models returns a symbolic value together with a path con-
straint on this value.

Definition 6. (Symbolic Component Model) A symbolic component model ⟨𝑆, 𝐿, 𝛿, 𝑜⟩
consists of a set of states 𝑆, a finite set of labels 𝐿, a state transition function 𝛿 ∶ 𝐿 × 𝑆 →
sv× sv×𝑆, and an output function 𝑜 ∶ 𝑆 → ℕ. The transition function returns a symbolic
value, a path constraint, and a new state. The output function specifies the power draw
for each state.

Example 2. Where the implementation of the concrete model of TERM.readInt() asks
for user input on the terminal, the symbolic one returns a fresh symbolic input any𝑗,
together with the trivial path constraint true, to indicate that this input can be truly any
integer.

A symbolic temperature sensor situated in a cold bedroom can be implemented to
return a fresh any𝑗, together with a path constraint 13 ≤ any𝑗 ∧ any𝑗 ≤ 17.

Symbolic LEDs just return constant 0 and path constraint true, because their return
value should be ignored anyway.

2.2 Symbolic Execution Semantics

We present the energy-aware symbolic execution semantics in two steps, similar to the
presentation of the standard semantics. We define the symbolic execution semantics for
pure programs first, and then extend it with energy consumption analysis. For this we
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need to define six more relations, three for symbolic execution, and three for energy-
aware symbolic execution. There is symbolic step (⤇) for symbolic execution of state-
ments, symbolic evaluation (⇓) for expressions, and symbolic execution (⇉) for whole
programs. We are using double arrows to hint that one program can have multiple sym-
bolic executions. Their energy-aware counterparts are energy-aware symbolic step (⤇̂),
energy-aware symbolic evaluation (⇓̂), and energy-aware symbolic execution (⇉̂).

Symbolic expressions. Symbolic evaluation can not always evaluate a symbolic expres-
sion to a single result value. The grammar for symbolic expressions and values is given
in fig. 8.

se ∶∶= true ∣ false ∣ 𝑖 – Bool and integer constants
∣ 𝑥 – variables
∣ any𝑖 – symbolic inputs
∣ se op se ∣ un se – binary and unary operators
∣ id (se) – function calls
∣ id.id () – component calls

sv ∶∶= true ∣ false ∣ 𝑖 ∣ any𝑖

∣ sv op sv ∣ un sv – symbolic values

Fig. 8. Abstract syntax of symbolic expressions and values.

Symbolic step. Symbolic execution of SECA statements is a relation of the form

𝑠, SPState2, SCState, pc, sv ⤇ SPState2, SCState, pc, sv

where SPState2 are program states for variables holding symbolic values, SCState is a
symbolic component state, pc the program counter, and sv the path constraint.

The relation is defined by the rules in fig. 9. This relation is not right-unique, which
means that the same left-hand side can be related to more than one right-hand side. This
is the essence of symbolic execution, where one program can have multiple executions.
In our implementation this is is represented by the step function returning a list of succes-
sor states, but the formal presentation is cleaner when using non-right-unique rules. The
set of successor states of a statement 𝑠 can be recovered by finding all right-hand sides
that 𝑠 relates to. This process can be repeated to recover the tree of possible execution
paths of 𝑠.

The rule names are prefixed with ss, which stands for symbolic step.
[ss-assign] Evaluate se to sv, and update the SPState according to the scoping rules.
[ss-if-true], [ss-if-false] These rules are the heart of symbolic execution. Both rules

always match any conditional, and they produce successor states for the then-branch and
the else-branch respectively. The path constraint is extended with the condition for the
then-branch, and with the negated condition for the else-branch.
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[ss-while-true], [ss-while-false] Similar to the rules for conditionals, both rules al-
ways match, producing successor states for skipping the loop with negated condition,
and looping with positive condition.

[ss-return] This rule works as in the standard semantics, emptying the program
counter pc, and updating the #return register in the program state.

[ss-expr] This rule, as before, evaluates the expression for its side effects and discards
the result value.

Symbolic evaluation of expressions. The rules for symbolic evaluation (⇓) of expres-
sions are shown in fig. 10. The semantics is a relation of the form

se, SPState, SCState, sv ⇓ sv, SPState, SCState, sv

that relates symbolic expressions se to symbolic values sv in the context of a symbolic
program state SPState, a symbolic component state SCState, and a path constraint sv.
The rule names are prefixed with se, which stands for symbolic evaluate.

[se-const] Constants evaluate to themselves, as before.
[se-var] Variables are evaluated by looking up their value in the program state.
[se-add] Adding two symbolic expressions se1 and se2 requires evaluating them to

symbolic values sv1 and sv2 first. As with all symbolic rules, both premises can match
multiple times, in which case the conclusion is applied accordingly. The result is not a
single number, but the compound symbolic value sv1 + sv2.

[se-func-call] Symbolic function calls work just like standard function calls, except
that all premises can match multiple times, each resulting in a function call with different
arguments. Evaluating the arguments se requires sequential evaluation of each argument
while threading the state through all these evaluations. This operation is denoted by ⇓∗.

[se-comp-call] Symbolic component calls yield a symbolic value sv, possibly con-
taining symbolic inputs, together with a boolean predicate 𝜑′ over those symbolic inputs.
The component call evaluates to sv, and the path constraint 𝜑 is extended with 𝜑′.

2.3 Energy-Aware Symbolic Execution Semantics

We are now ready to define the energy-aware symbolic execution semantics for SECA
programs. It is a combination of the symbolic execution semantics and the energy-aware
standard semantics. It tracks path constraints and energy skylines for each execution
path. The result is a set of energy skylines, together with their path constraint.

Energy-aware symbolic execution is the relation which executes statements of the
program counter 𝑠 stepwise until it is empty. It has the following form.

SPState, SCState, 𝑠, sv, Skyline, Skylines
⇉̂ SPState, SCState, 𝑠, sv, Skyline, Skylines

The relation is defined analogous to definition 4
Energy-aware symbolic stepping is a relation of the following form.

𝑠, SPState, SCState, 𝑠, sv, Skyline, Skylines
⤇̂ SPState, SCState, 𝑠, sv, Skyline, Skylines
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se, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′
[ss-assign]

x = se, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑 ⤇ assign(𝑥, sv, pst′), cst′, pc, 𝜑′

se, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′
[ss-if-true]

if(se) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑 ⤇ pst′, cst′, (𝑠1 ++ pc), 𝜑′ ∧ sv

se, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′
[ss-if-false]

if(se) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑 ⤇ pst′, cst′, (𝑠2 ++ pc), 𝜑′ ∧ ¬sv

se, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′
[ss-while-true]

while(se) { 𝑠 } 𝑖, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑 ⤇ pst′, cst′, pc′, 𝜑′ ∧ sv

where

pc′ = 𝑠 ++ (while(se) { 𝑠 } (𝑖 + 1) ∶ pc)

se, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′
[ss-while-false]

while(se) { 𝑠 } 𝑖, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑 ⤇ pst′, cst′, pc, 𝜑′ ∧ ¬sv

𝑠𝑒, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′
[ss-return]

return se, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑 ⤇ assign(#return, sv, pst′), cst′, [], 𝜑′

se, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′
[ss-expr]

se, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑 ⤇ pst′, cst′, pc, 𝜑′

Fig. 9. Symbolic execution step semantics for SECA statements.
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[se-const]sv, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst, cst, 𝜑

lookup(𝑥, pst) = sv
[se-var]𝑥, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst, cst, 𝜑

se1, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv1, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′ se2, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′ ⇓ sv2, pst″, cst″, 𝜑″
[se-add]

se1 + se2, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv1 + sv2, pst″, cst″, 𝜑″

se, pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓∗ sv, ⟨lst′, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝜑′

⟨fst, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝜑′, 𝑠 ⇉ ⟨fst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝜑″, []
lookup(#return, fst′) = 𝑟

[se-func-call]
𝑓 (se), pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ 𝑟, ⟨lst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝜑″

where
𝑓 (𝑡 𝑥){ 𝑠 } is a defined function

fst = [𝑥 ↦ 𝑣] is the initial local state for 𝑓

𝛿(𝑓 , cst(𝑐)) = ⟨sv, 𝜑′, 𝑠⟩ cst′ = cst[𝑐 ↦ 𝑠]
[se-comp-call]

𝑐.𝑓 (), pst, cst, 𝜑 ⇓ sv, pst, cst′, 𝜑 ∧ 𝜑′

Fig. 10. Excerpt of the symbolic evaluation rules for SECA expressions.

It is defined by the rules in fig. 11. The rule names are prefixed with ess, which stands
for energy-aware symbolic step.

[ess-assign] Assignments extend the current skyline to the location 𝑙 of the variable.
The rule then evaluates se, and updates the program state accordingly. [ess-if-true] This
rule extends the skyline to the location of the if keyword, and evaluates the condition
to a symbolic value sv. Execution continues as if the condition was true with the then-
branch 𝑠1 and the path constraint sv. [ess-if-false] This rule also extends the skyline to
the location of the if keyword, but execution continues with the else-branch 𝑠2 and the
path constraint ¬sv. [ess-while-true] This rule evaluates the condition to a value sv, and
enters the loop with the path constraint 𝜑∧ sv. The skyline is extended to the location of
the while keyword in one of two ways. If the loop counter is 0, we know that sky starts
outside the loop, so it is extended with a horizontal line. Otherwise, sky starts inside
the loop, and is extended with a horizontal line to the end of the loop 𝑚, followed by a
jump to the beginning of the loop 𝑙. [ess-while-false] This rule extends the skyline in
the same way as [ess-while-true], but continues execution as if the condition was false
by adding ¬sv to the path constraint. [ess-return] This rule extends sky to the location
𝑙 of the return keyword, and then evaluates the return value sv. It assigns this value to
the return register of the current function’s SPState pst′, and clears the program counter.
[ess-expr] This rule evaluates the expression se for its side effects, and discards the result
value.
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se, pst, cst, 𝜑, 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

[ess-assign]
x𝑙 = se, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑, sky, skies ⤇̂ assign(𝑥, sv, pst′), cst′, pc, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

se, pst, cst, 𝜑, 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

[ess-if-true]
if𝑙(se) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑, sky, skies ⤇̂ pst′, cst′, (𝑠1 ++ pc), 𝜑′ ∧ sv, sky′, skies′

se, pst, cst, 𝜑, 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

[ess-if-false]
if𝑙(se) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑, sky, skies ⤇̂ pst′, cst′, (𝑠2 ++ pc), 𝜑′ ∧ ¬sv, sky′, skies′

se, pst, cst, 𝜑, startSky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

[ess-while-true]
while𝑙(se) { 𝑠 }𝑚 𝑖, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑, sky, skies ⤇̂ pst′, cst′, pc′, 𝜑′ ∧ sv, sky′, skies′

where

pc′ = 𝑠 ++ (while(se) { 𝑠 } (𝑖 + 1) ∶ pc)

startSky =
⎧{
⎨{⎩

𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky if 𝑖 = 0
𝐽(𝑙) ∶ 𝐻(𝑚) ∶ sky if 𝑖 > 0

se, pst, cst, 𝜑, startSky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

[ess-while-false]
while𝑙(se) { 𝑠 }𝑚 𝑖, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑, sky, skies ⤇̂ pst′, cst′, pc, 𝜑′ ∧ ¬sv, sky′, skies′

where

startSky =
⎧{
⎨{⎩

𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky if 𝑖 = 0
𝐽(𝑙) ∶ 𝐻(𝑚) ∶ sky if 𝑖 > 0

𝑠𝑒, pst, cst, 𝜑, 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

[ess-return]
return𝑙 se, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑, sky, skies ⤇̂ assign(#return, sv, pst′), cst′, [], 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

se, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

[ess-expr]
se, pst, cst, pc, 𝜑, sky, skies ⤇̂ pst′, cst′, pc, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

Fig. 11. Energy-aware symbolic semantics for statements.
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Energy-aware symbolic evaluation.

se, SPState, SCState, sv, Skyline, Skylines
⇓̂ sv, SPState, SCState, sv, Skyline, Skylines

The rule names are prefixed with ese, which stands for energy-aware symbolic eval-
uate.

[ese-const] Constants evaluate to themselves. [ese-var] Variables are evaluated by
a lookup in the program state. [ese-add] Additions are evaluated by sequentially eval-
uating both argument expressions to symbolic values sv1 and sv2, and returning the
compound symbolic value sv1 + sv2. [ese-func-call] The rule for function calls first se-
quentially evaluates all argument expressions se using the sequential evaluation operator
⇓̂∗. It then initializes a new local SPState fst and a new skyline [𝑆(𝑚, 𝑑′)] for the call to
𝑓. The body 𝑠 of 𝑓 is then executed (⇉̂), resulting in a skyline fsky. We know that fsky ends
at the location of the return statement that caused 𝑓 to return, so this rule extends it to
the location 𝑛 of the end of 𝑓. This skyline is added to the set of skylines of all calls to 𝑓,
skies‴. Finally, the skyline of the calling function is extended with an edge at the call site
𝑉(𝑑″) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) where 𝑑″ is the power draw after executing 𝑓. [ese-comp-call] Component
calls are evaluated by calling the transition function of the component on it’s current
state. This results in a symbolic result value sv, a boolean predicate on the value 𝜑′, and
a new component state 𝑠. The component call evaluates to the return value and the path
condition 𝜑 ∧ 𝜑′, together with the skyline extended with an edge 𝑉(𝑑) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) where 𝑙
is the location of the component call, and 𝑑 is the power draw after the component call.

2.4 Symbolic Execution Engine

We now study the algorithm that computes all possible executions of SECA programs,
together with their corresponding skylines. The algorithm records skylines of each func-
tion separately. This results in one skyline for each function call, for each execution path
on which the call lies. The algorithm is defined by case distinction on the abstract syntax.

A program state 𝜎 ∈ Σ is a record with all information needed to execute a state-
ment. It contains the value of all program variables env, the current skyline sky, the
path constraint 𝜑 that led to this state, the program counter pc (a list of statements to be
executed after the current statement), the function call stack stack, and the CState cstate.

Figures 13 and 14 show pseudocode for the functions E and S that compute sym-
bolic skylines for expressions and statements, respectively. We elaborate on them below.
Application of a function to syntactic arguments is denoted with double brackets J−K.
These brackets have no special meaning other than emphasizing that the argument is
syntactic.

Each clause of the semantics specifies how a single statement or expression together
with a given program state produces the set of all possible immediate successor program
states. Hence, a statement can be seen as a state transformer Σ → 𝒫(Σ). To compose two
functions of this type, we need glue code that applies the second function to every result
of the first function, and takes the union of the resulting set of sets. This is implemented
by the function X in fig. 13, which executes whole programs.
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[ese-const]
sv, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies

lookup(𝑥, pst) = sv
[ese-var]

𝑥, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies

se1, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂ sv1, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

se2, pst′, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′ ⇓̂ sv2, pst″, cst″, 𝜑″, sky″, skies″

[ese-add]
se1 + se2, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂ sv1 + sv2, pst″, cst″, 𝜑″, sky″, skies″

se, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂∗ sv, ⟨lst′, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝜑′, sky′, skies′

⟨fst, gst′⟩, cst′, 𝜑′, 𝑠, [𝑆(𝑚, 𝑑′)], skies′ ⇉̂ ⟨fst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝜑″, [], fsky, skies″

lookup(#return, fst′) = sv
[ese-func-call]

𝑓 (se)𝑙, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, ⟨lst′, gst″⟩, cst″, 𝜑″, sky″, skies‴

where
𝑓 (𝑡 𝑥){𝑚 𝑠 }𝑛 is a defined function
fst = [𝑥 ↦ 𝑠𝑣] is the initial local state for 𝑓
𝑑′ = curDraw(𝑐′) is the power draw after evaluating the arguments
𝑑″ = curDraw(𝑐″) is the power draw after executing 𝑓
sky″ = 𝑉(𝑑″) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky′

skies‴ = skies″[𝑓 ↦ skies″(𝑓 ) ∪ { 𝐻(𝑛) ∶ fsky }]

𝛿(𝑓 , cst(𝑐)) = ⟨sv, 𝜑′, 𝑠⟩ cst′ = cst[𝑐 ↦ 𝑠] 𝑑 = curDraw(cst′)
[ese-comp-call]

𝑐.𝑓 ()𝑙, pst, cst, 𝜑, sky, skies ⇓̂ sv, pst, cst′, 𝜑 ∧ 𝜑′, 𝑉(𝑑) ∶ 𝐻(𝑙) ∶ sky, skies

Fig. 12. Energy-aware evaluation of expressions.
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E ∶ Expr × Σ → 𝒫(Val × Σ)
EJ𝑥K(𝜎) = { ⟨𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝(𝑥, 𝜎), 𝜎⟩ } (1)
EJ𝑒1 op 𝑒2K(𝜎) = { ⟨𝑣1 op 𝑣2, 𝜎″⟩ (2)
∣ ⟨𝑣1, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒1K(𝜎)
, ⟨𝑣2, 𝜎″⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒2K(𝜎′) }

EJun 𝑒K(𝜎) = { ⟨un 𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ (3)
∣ ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒K(𝜎) }

EJ𝑓 (𝑒)K(𝜎) = (4)
{ ⟨𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝(#𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛, 𝜎‴), 𝜎‴[pc ↦ 𝜎.pc]⟩
∣ ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒K(𝜎)
, 𝜎″ = callJ𝑓 (𝑣)K(𝜎′[pc ↦ []])
, 𝜎‴ ∈ X(𝜎″) }

EJ𝑐.𝑓 ()K(𝜎) = { ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ } (5)
where
𝜎′ = 𝜎[cstate ↦ cstate′, sky ↦ sky′

, 𝜑 ↦ 𝜑′]
⟨𝑣, 𝜓, 𝑠′

𝑐⟩ = 𝛿𝑐(𝑓 , 𝑠𝑐)
cstate′ = 𝜎.cstate[𝑐 ↦ 𝑠′

𝑐]
𝑝 = powerDraw(cstate′)
𝑙 = lineOfCompCall
sky′ = 𝜎.sky ++ [𝐹(𝑙), 𝐸(𝑝)]
𝜑′ = 𝜎.𝜑 ∧ 𝜓

call ∶ Expr × Σ → Σ
callJ𝑓 (𝑣)K(𝜎) = 𝜎′ (6)
where
𝜎′ = 𝜎[env ↦ env′, sky ↦ sky′, pc ↦ 𝑠
, stack ↦ stack′]

env′ = [𝑥 ↦ 𝑣]
𝑝 = powerDraw(𝜎.cstate)
𝑙 = lineOfOpeningBrace
sky′ = [𝑆(𝑙, 𝑝)]
𝑠 = functionBodyJ𝑓K
stack′ = push(𝜎, stack)

X ∶ Σ → 𝒫(Σ)

X(𝜎) =

⎧{{
⎨{{⎩

{ 𝜎 } if 𝜎.pc = []
⋃{ X(𝜎′)
∣ 𝜎′ ∈ SJ𝑠K(𝜎[pc ↦ rest]) }
if 𝜎.pc = [𝑠] ++ rest

Fig. 13. The function E for expressions and X to
execute whole programs.

S ∶ Stmt × Σ → 𝒫(Σ)
SJ𝑥 = 𝑒K(𝜎) = { assignVar(x, v, ′) (1)
∣ ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒K(𝜎[𝑠𝑘𝑦 ↦ 𝜎.𝑠𝑘𝑦 ++ [𝐹(𝑙)]])
where 𝑙 = lineNumberOfAssignment }

SJif(𝑒) { 𝑠1 } else { 𝑠2 }K(𝜎) = ⋃{ (2)
{ 𝜎′[pc ↦ pc1, 𝜑 ↦ 𝜑1]
, 𝜎′[pc ↦ pc2, 𝜑 ↦ 𝜑2] }
∣ ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒K(𝜎[sky ↦ 𝜎.sky ++ [𝐹(𝑙)]])
where
𝑙 = lineOfIfKeyword
𝜑1 = 𝜎′.𝜑 ∧ 𝑣
𝜑2 = 𝜎′.𝜑 ∧ ¬𝑣
pc1 = 𝑠1 ++ 𝜎′.pc
pc2 = 𝑠2 ++ 𝜎′.pc }

SJwhile(𝑒) { 𝑠 } 𝑖K(𝜎) = ⋃{ (3)
{ 𝜎′[pc ↦ loop, 𝜑 ↦ 𝜑1], 𝜎′[𝜑 ↦ 𝜑2] }
∣ ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒K(𝜎[sky ↦ sky′])
where
𝜑1 = 𝜎′.𝜑 ∧ 𝑣
𝜑2 = 𝜎′.𝜑 ∧ ¬𝑣

sky′ = {𝜎.sky ++ [𝐹(𝑙)] if 𝑖 = 0
𝜎.sky ++ [𝐹(𝑚), 𝐽(𝑙)] otherwise

loop = 𝑠 ++ [while(𝑒){𝑠}(𝑖 + 1)] ++ 𝜎′.pc
𝑙 = lineOfWhileKeyword
𝑚 = lineOfClosingBrace }

SJreturn 𝑒K(𝜎) = (4)
{ registerSkyline(𝑓 , sky″, 𝜎″)
∣ ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒K(𝜎[sky ↦ sky′])
where
sky′ = 𝜎.sky ++ [𝐹(𝑙)]
sky″ = 𝜎′.sky ++ [𝐹(𝑚)]
sky′

𝑐 = 𝜎𝑐.sky ++ [𝐸(𝑝)]
⟨𝜎𝑐, stack𝑐⟩ = pop(𝜎.stack)
𝜎″ = 𝜎′[env ↦ 𝜎𝑐.env[#𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 ↦ 𝑣]
, pc ↦ 𝜎𝑐.pc, sky ↦ sky′

𝑐, stack ↦ stack𝑐]
𝑙 = lineOfReturnKeyword
𝑚 = lineOfClosingBrace
𝑛 = lineOfCallSite
𝑝 = powerDraw(𝜎′) }

SJ𝑒K(𝜎) = { 𝜎′ ∣ ⟨𝑣, 𝜎′⟩ ∈ EJ𝑒K(𝜎) } (5)

Fig. 14. The function S for statements.
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The evaluation function E (fig. 13) takes an expression 𝑒 and a program state and
returns the set of all possible values that 𝑒 can evaluate to, together with the updated
program states. (1) A variable 𝑥 is evaluated by looking up its value in the environment.
Only a single result is produced.

(2) To evaluate a binary operator, all possible values 𝑣1 for 𝑒1, and all possible val-
ues for 𝑒2 are calculated. The result is the set of the symbolic values 𝑣1 op 𝑣2 for all
combinations (𝑣1, 𝑣2). These values are subject to constant folding (e.g. 1 + 2 becomes
3), which is not shown here.

(3) The result of evaluating a unary operator is the operator applied to all values that
the argument can evaluate to.

(4) To evaluate a function call, first all arguments are evaluated. This is done by the
sequential extension E, which results in the set of all possible value vectors 𝑣 of the
argument vector 𝑒. For each vector 𝑣, the helper function call, described below, prepares
the function call, and X executes it. This execution will eventually end with a return
statement. The return statement restores the program state so that 𝜎‴ can be used as the
result state at the call site. The resulting value of the function call is the value of the
#return register in 𝜎‴.

(6) The helper function call prepares the program state for execution of the function.
It first initializes the environment env′ for the function body with the actual arguments.
It then starts a new skyline for the call to 𝑓 with the current power draw 𝑝 at the location 𝑙
of the opening brace of the function definition of 𝑓. It uses the function body 𝑠 as program
counter, and creates a new stack frame for the function call.

(5) To evaluate a component call, first the transition function 𝛿𝑐 of the component 𝑐
is invoked, with the function name 𝑓 and the component’s current state 𝑠𝑐 as arguments.
This results in a return value 𝑣, a constraint 𝜓 on 𝑣, and a new component state 𝑠′

𝑐. In
the new CState, component 𝑐 is now in state 𝑠′

𝑐. The total power draw 𝑝 after the call is
computed. The skyline is extended with a forward segment 𝐹(𝑙) to the location 𝑙 of the
call site, followed by an edge 𝐸(𝑝) to the new power draw. The result of evaluating the
component call is the return value 𝑣 of 𝛿𝑐, together with the updated program state.

The function X (fig. 13) recursively executes all statements of the program counter
𝜎.pc, and collects the results. Execution of a SECA program starts in a program state
that contains the body of the main function as program counter.

The function S (fig. 14) executes a single statement in a given program state, and
returns all possible successor program states.

(1) Assignments are executed by first extending the current skyline to the line of
the assignment. The expression is then evaluated to all its possible values, and the final
results are all possible successor states where 𝑥 is assigned 𝑣. Note that expressions can
have side effects, so the successor states can have skylines with different power draw.
The same is true for any expression evaluation in the other clauses.

(2) Conditionals are executed by first extending the current skyline with a forward
segment 𝐹(𝑙) to the line 𝑙 of the if keyword. Then, all possible values 𝑣 of the condition
𝑒 are computed. The result consists of continuations into both the then and else branch,
for each 𝑣. The path constraint for the then branch is extended with 𝑣, for the else branch
with ¬𝑣. The program counter pc1 specifies that first the statements 𝑠1 of the then branch
should be executed, and after that the original continuation 𝜎′.pc. Similarly for the else
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branch. We use an SMT solver to determine which of 𝜑1, 𝜑2 are not satisfiable, and omit
them in the result. This is not shown.

(3) For the first iteration of while loops, we need to generate a different skyline than
for subsequent iterations. The first loop iteration can be recognized by the loop counter
𝑖 being 0. If this is the case, the current skyline comes from outside the loop body, and
we extend it with a forward segment 𝐹(𝑙) to the line of the while keyword. Otherwise,
the current skyline comes from inside the loop body, and is extended with a forward
segment 𝐹(𝑚) to the line 𝑚 of the closing brace, followed by a backwards jump 𝐽(𝑙)
to the beginning of the loop. In both cases, the condition 𝑒 is evaluated to all possible
values 𝑣. For every 𝑣, we generate two continuations: one for entering the loop with path
constraint 𝜎′.𝜑 ∧ 𝑣 and one for exiting the loop with constraint 𝜎′.𝜑 ∧ ¬𝑣. The program
counter loop for entering the loop consists of the loop body 𝑠, followed by the loop itself
with incremented loop counter, then by what comes after the loop 𝜎′.pc. The program
counter for exiting needs no change, as 𝜎′.pc already contains the instructions following
the loop. Our implementation uses the loop counter to bound the number of iterations.
This is not shown here.

(4) The clause for return statements is more complicated than the others, as it has to
deal with two different skylines: the one from the function that is about to return, and
the one from the caller. Let 𝑓 be the name of the current function. To execute a return
statement, the current skyline is first extended with 𝐹(𝑙) to the location 𝑙 of the return
keyword. Then, the returned expression is evaluated. Next the skyline is extended with
𝐹(𝑚), to the location 𝑚 of the closing brace of the function body. Then, the program state
from before the function call is restored, but updated with all the changes made by 𝑓. For
this, the topmost element 𝜎𝑐 of the call stack is removed; this is the program state of the
caller. A new state 𝜎″ is constructed, which the caller should use to resume execution;
𝜎″ has the caller’s original env, but with the #return register holding the return value.
The program counter and call stack are restored to the ones from before the call. The
caller’s skyline 𝜎𝑐.sky is extended with an edge 𝐸(𝑝) to the power draw 𝑝 at the end
of the function call. Finally, the skyline of the function call is recorded in the list of all
skylines of 𝑓.

(5) An expression statement is executed by evaluating the expression and discarding
the result value.
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